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This bibliography has been organised in terms of discipline. Books, articles and other works, published and unpublished, have been classified according to their major focus of study. In the (many) cases where a work fits across one or more boundaries, I have placed it in the category which seemed to have the strongest claim. For example, "Kalam Colour Categories" could have been in the "Language" section, but Ralph Bulmer’s focus was on taxonomy, so I have included it in that section. But some decisions were harder, and another person compiling a bibliography would probably have done differently.

I have included a regional index at the end, where works are listed briefly by geographic and ethnological region.

* denotes unpublished work

Note: Both Kalam and its earlier spelling, Karam, are used, according to titles.
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1. ETHNOBIOLOGY

All works in ethnobiology which are concerned with folk taxonomy have been grouped in section (a). Of the remaining works, those concerning birds have been placed together, and the remainder placed in a general ethnobiology section.

(a) Folk Taxonomy


1974 c* Goj: Ants (Formicidae) and, apparently, Termites (Isoptera). Mimeo, 4pp. (Kalam classification of ants and termites.)

1974 d* Orthoptera: jon, gwlws, mwgsy, cocwon. Mimeo, 13pp. (Kalam classification of grasshoppers and crickets.)


1979 a Mystical and Mundane in Kalam Classification of Birds. Working Papers in Anthropology, Archaeology etc 38, Department of Anthropology, University of Auckland. Mimeo. 43pp. (Revised version incorporated in *Birds of My Kalam Country* 1977 a.)

(b) Ethno-ornithology


(c) Ethnozoology, ethnobotany etc


1971 e* Bibliography 71/2: Field Aids for Ethnozoology in Papua New Guinea. 6pp.


(d) Ethnobiology - Reviews


1985 a Trees, Greerbs, Wugs, Snurms and Quammals. See in section 1(a).

2. SOCIAL ORGANISATION AND CULTURE

In this section I have placed together all R.N.H.B.’s works on social organisation and culture on topics other than ethnobiology, hunting, crops and conservation, prehistory and material culture, all of which have their own sections.
(a) Original Work

1950 a* Untitled report - Letters plus field notes of trip to Lapland, summer 1950.
1951 a* Military Use of Reindeer. 2pp.
1951 b* Calf Slaughter. 5pp.
1951 c* Witchcraft in Warfare. 2pp.
1951 d* Reindeer Herding in the Spring. 7pp.
1951 e* Notes on Techniques of Reindeer Industry. 7pp.
1958 d* Religion and Morality Among the Kyaka Enga. 5pp.
1960 d* Preliminary Ethnographic Notes on the Karam People of the Upper Kaironk Valley, Western Highlands District. Department of Anthropology, University of Auckland. Mimeo, 16pp.

(b) Social Organisation and Culture - Reviews

3. HUNTING, CROPS, CONSERVATION


4. PREHISTORY AND MATERIAL CULTURE


5. LANGUAGE

6. ORNITHOLOGY AND OTHER BIOLOGICAL SUBJECTS
1946 a* The Cuckoo at Christ’s Hospital. 33pp.

1947 b* Notes on the Cuckoo Problem at Christ’s Hospital. 17pp.


1964 ?* Notes about Birds of Mount Hagen.


1967 b* Birds Recorded in the Kaironk Valley Region. Mimeo, 6pp. Includes Kalam names.


7. REPORTS AND PAPERS ON GOVERNMENT POLICY, EDUCATION, RESEARCH, TEACHING MATERIALS


1971 g* Anthropology and Education. Revised version of address to Australian College of Education, Papua New Guinea Chapter, 24 March. Department of Anthropology & Sociology, University of Papua and New Guinea. Mimeo, 16pp.

1972 e* Culture History. Unpublished text for course at University of Papua and New Guinea. Sections by R.N.H.B. include Introduction, Physical Anthropology and Human Biology, Ethnology, Ethnobiology and Environmental Studies (with Jocelyn Powell), Conclusion and Appendix: The investigation of local or “tribal” history. Department of Anthropology & Sociology, University of Papua and New Guinea. 204pp.


8. FICTION
1963 a* Kakasuk Stories: (1) The Story About the Pig Who Ran Away, 10pp. (2) Nyingle-nyangle, 6pp. (3) How Kakasuk Came Home from her Holiday, and Red Boy Went for a Swim, 5pp. (4) Cuscus, 4pp. Written for Alice and David Bulmer, while R.N.H.B. was in the Kaironk.
1988 a* The Story of Kwibep, as told to Richard Bulmer. Tape and mimeo, 15pp.

9. REGIONAL INDEX
Ralph Bulmer worked mainly with people of three regions: the Kalam of the Upper Kaironk River, the Kyaka Enga of the Baiyer River and the Lapps or Saami of Lapland. These make up three categories; I have also included a category for works on Papua New Guinea in general.

This is not a complete index of Bulmer’s work. Only works with a particular regional focus are included. I have only included a brief version of the title of each work and a brief description, where necessary, along with the date and number of each. Full titles can be found under the subject headings in the main bibliography. Works which refer to more than one region can be found under more than one heading in the index. No reviews are included.

1. Papua New Guinea
   (a) Kalam
   1960 d* Preliminary ethnographic notes on the Kalam. cf 2(a)
   1963 a* Kakasuk stories. cf 8
   1964 b Edible seeds and prehistoric stone mortars in the Highlands of East New Guinea. Includes brief note on Kalam use of edible nuts, and record of prehistoric mortars. cf 4
   1964 d* Report on progress of field project on language and the perception of natural environment among the Kalam. cf 2(a)
   1965 a Beliefs concerning the propagation of new varieties of sweet-potato in two New Guinea Highlands societies. cf 1(c)
   1965 h* Bulmer, R.N.H., and J. Tyler. Kalam classification of frogs. cf 1(a) Also see 1968c in 1(a).
   1966 d B Birds as possible agents in the propagation and dispersal of the sweet-potato. cf 6
   1966 e* Kalam colour vocabulary. cf 1(a)
   1967 a Why is the cassowary not a bird? Zoological taxonomy among the Kalam. cf 1(a)
   1967 b* Birds recorded in the Kaironk Valley region. cf 6 (includes Kalam names)
   1967-72* Birds of Paradise and Bower Birds. Notes on Kalam classification. cf 1(a)
   1968 a Kalam colour categories. cf 1(a)
   1968 b Worms that croak - mysteries of Kalam natural history. cf 1(a)
   1968 d The strategies of hunting in New Guinea. Includes brief reference to Kalam hunting techniques. cf 3
Notes on the Western Schraders and the Pinaye-speaking people of the Jimi (Yuat) Gorge. Includes brief reference to Kalam of Aiome and Kaironk revisited. cf 2(a)

Which came first, the chicken or the egg-head? Kalam ethnozoology. cf 1(a)

Why is the cassowary not a bird? Text of radio talk, not same as 1967 a. cf 1(a)

Bulmer, R.N.H., and J.I. Menzies. Kalam classification of marsupials and rodents. cf 1(a)

Checklist of birds in Kaironk Valley region. Revised version of 1967 b* and precursor to Appendix A in 1977 a.

Folk biology in the New Guinea Highlands. cf 1(a)

Memoirs of a small game hunter: on the track of unknown animal categories in New Guinea. Kalam ethnozoology. cf 1(a)

Goj: Ants (Formicidae) and, apparently, termites (Isoptera). Kalam classification of ants and termites. cf 1(a)

Orthoptera: jon, gwlws, mwgsy, cocwon. Kalam classification of grasshoppers and crickets. cf 1(a)

The fear of serpents among the Kalam. cf 1(c)

Bibliography of Kalam. cf 2(a)


Bulmer, R.N.H., J.I. Menzies, and F. Parker. Kalam classification of reptiles and fishes. cf 1(a)

Gi, S.P., I.S. Majnep, and R.N.H. Bulmer. Six Kalam stories about birds. cf 1(b)

Birds and men’s souls. Text of talk. cf 1(b)

Totemism and Taxonomy II: aspects of Kalam classification of birds. cf 1(a)

Selectivity in hunting and in disposal of animal bone by the Kalam. cf 3

Majnep, I.S., and R.N.H. Bulmer. Birds of My Kalam Country. cf 1(b)

Totems and taxonomy. cf 1(a)

Mystical and mundane in Kalam classification of birds. cf 1(a)

Tameness and mystical associations of wild birds. cf 1(b)

Report on fieldwork in the Kaironk Valley, June-September 1980. cf 2(a)

Crop introductions and their consequences in the Upper Kaironk Valley. cf 3

Traditional conservation practices in Papua New Guinea. cf 3

Majnep, Ian Saem (Ralph Bulmer, Transl.) On the importance of conserving traditional knowledge of wildlife and hunting. cf 3

Witchcraft in the Kaironk Valley. cf 2(a)

Bulmer, R.N.H., and I.S. Majnep. Some food plants in our Kalam forests. cf 1(c)

The Story of Kwibep, as told to Richard Bulmer. cf 8

Kalam hunting traditions, Working Papers 1-VI. cf 1(c)

Kalam hunting traditions, parts VII-X11. cf 1(c)

Majnep, I.S., and R.N.H. Bulmer. Animals the Ancestors Hunted: an account of the wild mammals of the Kalam area, Papua New Guinea. cf 1(c)

Kalam ethnobotany: the ficus family. cf 1(c)

Kalam plant lore: an account of the trees and other plants of the Upper Kaironk Valley. cf 1(c)

A primitive ornithology. cf 1(b)

Notes on a collection of prehistoric stone artefacts from the Central Highlands of New Guinea. cf 4

Religion and morality among the Kyaka Enga. cf 2(a)

Political Aspects of the Moka Ceremonial Exchange System among the Kyaka. cf 2(a)

Leadership and social structure among the Kyaka. cf 2(a)

Kyaka Bossboys: Post-contact leadership in a New Guinea Highlands Society. cf 2(a)

Bulmer, R.N.H. and Susan E. Bulmer. Figurines and other stones of power among the Kyaka. cf 4

Kyaka ornithology: the classification and knowledge of birds among a people of the New Guinea Highlands. cf 1(a)

Hagen and Wapenamanda open electorates: the election among the Kyaka Enga. cf 2(a)

Beliefs concerning the propagation of new varieties of sweet potato in two New Guinea Highlands societies. cf 1(c)

The Kyaka of the Western Highlands. cf 2(a)

Birds as possible agents in the propagation and dispersal of the sweet-potato. cf 6
1974 a Folk biology in the New Guinea Highlands. cf 1(a)

(c) General PNG
1955 a* Unpublished field notes on Wahgi and Jimi Valleys, New Guinea. cf 2(a)
1957 c* Notes on a collection of prehistoric stone artefacts from the Central Highlands of New Guinea. cf 4
1960 ?* Notes on the Bulmer Collection - Birds of Central New Guinea, 1955-6 and 1959-60. cf 6
1961 e* Men and birds in New Guinea: comments on problems of nature conservation in the Central Highlands. cf 3
1962 a Chimbu plume traders. cf 2(a)
1964 b Bulmer, Susan E., and R.N.H. Bulmer. The prehistory of the Australian New Guinea Highlands. cf 4
1964 c Edible seeds and prehistoric stone mortars in the highlands of East New Guinea. cf 4
1964 ?* Notes about birds of Mount Hagen. cf 6
1965 a Beliefs concerning the propagation of new varieties of sweet potato in two New Guinea Highlands societies. cf 1(c)
1966 d Birds as possible agents in the propagation and dispersal of the sweet-potato. cf 6
1968 d The strategies of hunting in New Guinea. cf 3
1968 e* Notes on the Western Schraders and the Pinaye-speaking people of the Jimi (Yuat) Gorge. cf 2(a)
1968 f* A Pinaye word-list. cf 2(a)
1969 b The diversity of our students. Part of U.P.N.G. staff orientation course. cf 7
1969 c Opportunities for research in Papua New Guinea and Irian Barat: anthropology and sociology. cf 7
1969 d* Field methods in ethnozoology, with special reference to the New Guinea Highlands. cf 1(c)
1970 a Which came first, the chicken or the egg-head? cf 1(a)
1970 c Intensive ethnographic studies - need for research in Papua New Guinea. cf 2(a)
1970 d* Bulmer, R.N.H., and Janet Davidson. Notes on a visit to the East Sepik District, 28 August-11 September 1970. cf 2(a)
1971 b Traditional forms of family limitation in New Guinea. cf 2(a)
1971 c Regional survey: Papua New Guinea - preserving P.N.G. culture. cf 2(a)
1971 d The role of ethnography in reconstructing the prehistory of Melanesia. cf 4
1971 e* Bibliography 71/2: field aids for ethnozoology in Papua New Guinea. cf 1(c)
1971 f* Traditional leadership in Papua New Guinea and its implications for education. cf 2(a)
1972 b Victims of progress: the plight of ethnic minorities in under-developed areas. cf 2(a)
1972 d Hunting. cf 3
1974 a Folk biology in the New Guinea Highlands. cf 1(a)
1974 b Memoirs of a small game hunter: on the track of unknown animal categories in New Guinea. cf 1(a)
1975 c* Birds and men's souls. cf 1(b)
1976 d* Books on the ethnography of Papua New Guinea. cf 2(a)
1982 b Traditional conservation practices in Papua New Guinea. cf 3
1982 c Majnep, Ian Saem (Ralph Bulmer, Translator). On the importance of conserving traditional knowledge of wildlife and hunting. cf 3
1987 a Bulmer, R.N.H., and Bryant Allen. Pigs and pipit. cf 1(c)

2. Lapps
1950 a* Untitled report - Letters plus field notes of trip to Lapland, summer 1950. cf 2(a)
1951 a* Military use of reindeer. cf 2(a)
1951 b* Calf slaughter. cf 2(a)
1951 c* Witchcraft in warfare. cf 2(a)
1951 d* Reindeer herding in the spring. cf 2(a)
1951 e* Notes on techniques of reindeer industry. cf 2(a)
1952 a* Driving Reindeer. Talk given to Scott Polar Research Institute, 2nd Feb., 1952. cf 2(a)